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Chairman’s Introduction
Welcome to our twentieth Newsletter. You can see we have celebrated this landmark by introducing some colour
and design enhancements using new desktop publishing software.
As editor, I would like to thank everyone who has provided articles for this Newsletter. We have contributions
from nine members covering a broad range of subjects. Topics include: the ancient Britons who left their mark
in our area over 2000 years ago; a progressive educationalist who resided here for a while and some actors who
‘rested’ here between roles: outings to Wing and another to see the heritage of the nouveau riche of Waddesdon;
a Rothschild’s weekend retreat now used as a film set; and, lastly, three short pieces
about those preparing for war, a hero who survived a war and a king who did not.
At the recent AGM we took the opportunity to acknowledge the substantial
contribution that George Cobby has made to the success of the Local History Group
over the past 36 years. Aside from being on the committee for all this period, most
notably since 1986 George was our Programme Secretary, selecting excellent
speakers to provide interesting talks. Though George has moved to pastures new
in the Midlands I’m delighted he has accepted an honorary life membership and
I am sure will contribute occasional pieces for the Newsletter.
I would like to thank volunteers who help at meetings, and I hope some more of you will also respond to
requests for help. I conclude by paying tribute to committee colleagues who have worked hard to encourage
interest in the area’s local history; through undertaking research, creating displays and organising events. Our
new programme of talks is included on the back page and I look forward to seeing everyone again in October.
Chris Brown

Night-time Manoeuvres in the Hilltop Villages 100 years ago
These days it is all but impossible for us to visualise
what daily life in these villages was like around 100
years ago. In addition to this at the time Britain was
at war. Over 150 of the men aged 18 to 35 from the
villages had enlisted and were either abroad or under
training. Nearby, there were tens of thousands of
soldiers based at Halton and, near Berkhamsted,
officer training was underway. Expeditions passing
through these villages from both these military
encampments must have been a not infrequent
occurrence. Until now we had not found any records
to this effect. However now two interesting accounts
from which I have borrowed short passages might
provide an insight into brief encounters with these
military neighbours.
Last March some of you will recall the talk we
had about the Inns of Court Officer Training Corps
(OTC) who from September 1914 for the duration of
The Great War were headquartered at Berkhamsted.
The Corps was part of the 4th London Infantry Brigade
also known as ‘The Devil’s Own’. For those of you
who are not familiar with the story, the Corps extended
their traditional role developing officers from those in
the legal profession to providing officer training to

large numbers of selected volunteers. Successful
cadets, once commissioned, were allocated to
regiments across the whole of the British Army. In
August 1914 the OTC had expected to be based in
Hatfield, however this site was so overcrowded that
the Lt. Colonel contacted his friend Lord Brownlow
who offered him access to fields and buildings on the
Ashridge Estate adjacent to Berkhamsted Station. The
surrounding area was considered ideal as it provided
a wide variety of environments that enabled volunteers
to be given practical and field experience in all aspects
of leading men in battle. There were daily expeditions
into the surrounding countryside, including route
marches, trench warfare (17,000 yards of trenches
were dug), mock confrontations and night
reconnaissance exercises. How prized the area was is
summed up by the following extract:
“There are few parts of the country in a six-mile
radius round Berkhamsted which the Inns of Court
have not fought over. From Chipperfield to the
Beacon, from Gaddesden Row and the Golden
Parsonage to Cholesbury and the Danish Camp, all
the ground is familiar.
Continued on next page

The History Group Library
As a parting gift, George Cobby presented us with a book:
The Local Historian’s Encyclopedia. What better way to
appreciate George’s contribution to the History Group than
by being able to revel in
definitions
of
‘Eorl’,
‘Lackland’, ‘Chevage’ or
‘Millsoke’? You could go on to
find out about ‘Paving Boards’
or ‘Gilbert’s Act 1972’ and then
move on to ‘Stage Coaches’ or
‘Muggletonians’ and even an
entry on ‘Worms’ in the
Archaeology section.
Thank you George, it’s a
book that is well worth
borrowing. It’s fun to dip into,
is a mine of surprising
information and there is a good index.
At the AGM we explained how the number of books
in the History Group Library had begun to overflow the
available storage space. It was also clear that a good
number of the books were never borrowed or requested and
some were very much out of date. The members of the
Committee decided to look at every volume and make a
decision about its future. As a result about a third of the

collection has been removed. They were not thrown away
or taken to ‘the Tip’, they all went to good homes or to a
charity.
Many of our books are given to us. Members are very
generous and it is difficult to refuse all those interesting
titles. However we have realised that we must prevent
growing another ‘book mountain’ and be just a little more
selective about what is accepted. Each book should have a
good local connection, relate to a speaker or be a useful
reference book. ‘Local connection’ is likely to be
interpreted pretty broadly. Please do continue to offer us
books but we may look at them carefully before we say
‘yes please’.
Fortunately George’s gift fulfils in every way the
criteria for a book in the Local History Group Library so
it is now sitting happily in the box marked ‘Reference
Books for Local History’.
A slimmed down Library List will be emailed to
members in the Autumn and some paper copies will be
available at meetings or by request. I will continue to bring
books to most meetings but that will always be a question
of how many will fit in the boxes I can carry. The best way
to borrow a book is to look in the Library List and call me
on 01494 758460. I will get it to you, bring it to a meeting
or arrange for you to collect it from me.

Paddy Thomas

Night-time Manoeuvres in the Hilltop Villages 100 years ago ..... continued
All the farms and villages are household words
to those who spent their months or years of training
there; and Potten End, Little Gaddesden, Nettleden,
Hawridge, Haresfoot and Bourne Gutter are the Ypres,
Arras, Cambrai and the Somme of their period of
tutelage. Never before in England can the armed forces
of the Crown have been so free to utilise the whole of
a tract of country for the purpose of training.”

Elsewhere in the journal there are interesting
accounts of night-time manoeuvres that took place on
open land, including on and around Hawridge and
Cholesbury Commons.
Meanwhile, at the Halton Camp it’s difficult to
imagine, given the large number of troups, there would
not have been an impact on the local community. At
a time when any strange faces would be a topic of
conversation, one could understand the reaction of
locals coming across servicemen on horseback, in

vehicles, or on foot, and the impact sudden loud bangs
on an almost daily basis would have had on an
otherwise peaceful village scene.
One of the speakers drew my attention to a
newspaper report from the Bucks Herald of 19th June
1915. It records that a few days earlier a route march
was organised in which 22,000 soldiers based at
Halton took part. From Halton Camp their route took
them first to Tring where: “....crowds of people lined
the streets through which the troupes passed. The men
were looking healthy and tanned, and apparently were
in the best of spirits. Some of the early battalions
smoked or whistled and sang as they marched along
and shouted greetings to friends they recognised
amongst the onlookers. But as darkness fell they
tramped along in silence, and no fags or pipes could
be seen. For this was a disciplined march, and after
dusk no sound was to be made or light shown. They
went through Tring, Northchurch Wigginton, round
by Cholesbury onto to Chesham, Missenden, The
Lee, through Wendover, back to the camp arriving
home in the early hours of Wednesday morning.
Even in today’s noisy, busy, well connected world
such events would be considered surprising and
remarkable. One hundred years ago it must have been
such a shock and dramatic change to daily life to see
and hear soldiers as they passed through the villages.
Chris Brown

Lights, Camera, Action ...... Halton House in Films and Television
The Rothschilds came to the Vale of Aylesbury in the
l9th century and built some magnificent houses in the
county, all ideally located within easy reach of London.
One of these was Halton House.
Alfred de Rothschild inherited the estate from his
father Lionel in l879
and he decided to build
one of the seven
Rothschild houses in
the Vale. The house
took three years to build
and was completed in
l883, and is of course
Halton House, which
was used to hold
sparkling
weekend
parties over the next
thirty years, attracting
the cream of society.
Shortly before the 1st
World War Alfred had
offered the grounds to the military for training and this
offer was taken up enthusiastically. After his death it
was bequeathed to his nephew who detested the place.
Consequently he decided to dispose of the House
contents by auction in l918. The house was eventually
bought by the Air Ministry for the Royal Air Force for
a bargain price of £115,000! The house is currently used
as the Officers’ Mess by the RAF.
Training continued on the land but then an additional
use was found for the house facilities as a film location!
Being close to London with many film studios in the
area, such as Pinewood and Elstree, from the mid-l980s

several rooms and the outstanding exterior of the house
have been used by numerous film producers. Trixie
Brabner, who with her husband John gave the History
Group an excellent tour of the House a few years ago,
has produced an interesting guide about the films and
TV programmes that have used Halton House. Trixie
explained to me that the main staircase has proved very
popular, as are the Billiard Room, Gold Room/Smoking
Room and the Salon. Members will be surprised how
many films they may have seen with the rooms standing
in for others located in a completely different stately
home! Some of the 20+ films that have used Halton
include: Evita, An Ideal Husband, The Queen, The
Duchess, The King’s Speech and at least two James
Bond Films (The World Is Not Enough and Casino
Royale).
Television has not been left behind either with over
28 different productions, (some with multiple
episodes). I am sure many of us have enjoyed watching
some of these, including: ‘soaps’ (Eastenders, Holby
City) ‘comedies’ (Hotel Babylon, Jeeves and Wooster)
and numerous drama series: (The Saint, Foyle’s War,
Silent Witness, Judge John Deed, Midsomer Murders,
Miss Marple, Poirot, Spooks, Lucan, Downton Abbey)
without realizing that certain scenes were shot at Halton
House. Take a closer look next time you watch one of
the repeats! The MOD is a very big landowner but does
let out many of its buildings and land for filming – a
minimum of ten working days is normally required so
get out your filming equipment, ask your leading actors
if they are free in a couple of weeks and then head down
to Halton!
Diana Amies

Plus Ça Change ....
When I attended my last
AGM I never thought
that I would receive
such a warm farewell –
Chris’ speech, two
cunningly researched
books, an honorary life
membership! I could
never
forget
such
friendship. Having lived
in St Leonards for 22
years, my move to
nearby Little Chalfont
fortunately kept me in
touch for a further 16
years, but this time I
have moved from Saxon

England to the Danelaw, near Rugby, about which I
know nothing.
I live on a beautiful site, in a retirement community
with plenty of activity, so I took the opportunity to
join an excursion to Leicester to revisit my favourite
king. Knowing of this, Chris suggested the
photograph. Everything has quietened down at the
pleasant Visitor Centre, but one incident that day
stands out: I asked one of my new neighbours what
she thought after the tour. She replied, “I am confused.
Shakespeare told us that Richard III was an evil man
full of evil deeds, but this exhibition represents him
as a good man who promoted good laws, so how can
this be?” Was ever a History Group more needed?
Cheerio, dear fellow members and friends, but not
farewell.
George Cobby

Archivist’s Report
My report begins as usual with an update on the
number of entries made onto our Modes database:
2847 records now. We embarked on this project in
2004. All the documents and photographs that had
been collected since the formation of the Group in the
early 1960s have now been entered, but items continue
to be donated and if we make up the display panels,
as we did for the Bucks Local History Network
Conference in September 2015 (we featured
‘Cholesbury as a Buckinghamshire Town’) this
generates new copies and text to be recorded and put
away. Thank you to Paddy Thomas, who is an expert
at mounting and framing our displays.
Over past months we have had, among others,
donations of event programmes, newsletters and
photographs covering the period 1977-83; a set of 5
diaries from the 1960s giving a wonderful view of
daily life and activity in Cholesbury; and a number of
items relating to the Gilbert family of Gilberts Hill in
St Leonards, including a 1935 Silver Jubilee beaker
from the reign of King George V, and a delicate cup
commemorating the Diamond Jubilee of Queen
Victoria, together with an old photograph of
Dundridge Cottage on Gilberts Hill and a painting of
the same.

We acquired a set of publications from the Council
for British Archaeology South Midlands Group, dating
from the 1970s to recent, and I thank Paddy and Liz
Firth for reading through these and pulling out
references and reports on activity in our area. I also
have to thank Brian Horridge, who, after digitally

photographing the school log books and putting them
onto CDs, took on the task of doing the same for the
Horticultural Society Minute Books, which are now
in the archives. He tells me that it does not take up
very much of his time, which I still find hard to believe!
Another charming item received this year is a
recording of a Hawridge and Cholesbury School
Christmas Play from 1990, ‘The Christmas Dragon’.
We are endeavouring to identify the children taking
part.
If you were at the November 2015 meeting, you
may remember that I brought along a large wooden
object that had been found at the back of a barn at The

Old Smithy. It appears to be the top part of a frame,
with the inscribed heading ‘Doris Keane in Romance
by Edward Sheldon’. We know that Doris Keane lived
at the windmill and she performed in this stage play
in London between the years 1915-18, but I am no
nearer to verifying the origins of this piece of wood
or where it was used. Any suggestions or ideas would
be welcome.
In the archives there is a copy of a Bucks Herald
report of 1895, describing the opening of Cholesbury
Village Hall. The Parish Room, as it was then called,
was opened by Lady Rothschild. Other Rothschild
family members were also present along with local
notables and many more. I was interested in the final
sentences, where it is recorded that there was
entertainment, including character sketches by Mr
Dudley Causton. It appears that Dudley Causton was
an accomplished musician, mimic and humourist. I
wonder who found him and booked him to come to
the opening of Cholesbury’s Hall? This question
cannot be answered, but Cholesbury has many links
with the literary and artistic world and the performing
arts, more on the latter elsewhere in this Newsletter.
Shirley Blomfield

Publications to acquire on the Local History of the Hilltop Villages and Hamlets
From time to time we get enquiries about useful books on the local history of the area. For the villages of Buckland
Common, Cholesbury, Hawridge and St Leonards some members will already be familiar with the Hilltop
Villages of the Chilterns. This book is out of print, however the History Group has acquired a few copies in
nearly new condition which are available to buy at a reduced price. Also, following his recent talk, David
Ridgwell has kindly donated some copies of his book Hilltop Hamlet - A Short History of Hastoe.
If you would like to purchase either of these interesting books please contact Chris Brown.

Spring Outing to Wing
We met up on a bright and brisk (poetic licence!)
Sunday morning as guests of the Wing Heritage
Group, which is a new society that has embarked on
archaeological investigations and local history
research. Our hosts were Sarah and Elaine who were
definitely enthusiastic as well as knowledgeable about
their village. They told us their Group had undertaken
thirty-five digs in the village in the past few years.
They have a number of professional archaeologists
and other specialists on hand to work closely with the
enthusiastic amateurs, and have undertaken several
geophysical surveys. The Group has gathered family
and oral history stories, and put on exhibitions and
other public events.
Wing is within sight of the Chilterns, very close
to the Bucks/Beds border and therefore likely to be
the scene of action between the Saxons and
Danes. The village is built around a Saxon church and
now links a number of hamlets.
We walked by a
number of 15th and 16th
century
cottages,
including
some
almshouses, and noted
the Cock Inn where
much village business
was conducted in years
gone by. We were also
told about a couple of
gruesome murders nearby that took place in the 19th
century. Finger Post Cottage is well within the village
and once had a sign pointing to Wing. We saw the
site of the Hiring Fair, now modern housing, and also
the site of the market which has long since ceased.
The market area is where the only deep well was
sighted, water being readily available from many
nearby streams. Surprisingly no village green has
been identified.
The replacement of old housing by ‘modern’
dwellings was facilitated by Baron Mayer de
Rothschild, who owned the nearby Mentmore Towers,
and also Leopold de Rothschild, who converted a once
modest farmhouse into Ascott House (now a National
Trust property). The original Ascott was much nearer

the centre of the village. It had been built by the
Dormer family, probably on the extensive site of a
priory. Although they were Roman Catholics, the
Dormers were given the land in the 16th century by
Henry VIII and dominated Wing for two hundred
years. Our guides told us there was muddling
information concerning more than one priory in the
area and also another Ascott House in Oxfordshire.
The village has undergone much development.
For example, a large house, ‘Redwood’, was
demolished in the mid-1970s to make way for new
housing. There is now no common land at Wing but
part of the Redwood estate parkland has been retained
by the parish council as a recreation ground and is
now the site for village shows and events.
The Domesday Book shows that at that time Wing
was significantly more populated than Aylesbury. As
further archaeology has been undertaken it became
more apparent that there was a much larger Saxon
population than had been appreciated: plenty of
pottery and many graves have been found. Castle Hill
on the edge of the village, is an imposing earthwork
of unknown origin but possibly manmade which
leaves the imagination to speculate. There have been
a number of Roman finds within the confines of the
village.
RAF Wing was developed in 1942 as a training
base for Wellington Bomber pilots, and later was the
‘home-coming’ airfield for many prisoners of war.
In the early 1970s
and actually again
in the current
debate about the
future
of
Heathrow, the
airfield site has
been mooted as
another London
Airport.
Our
tour
concluded with a visit to the impressive 10th century
Anglo-Saxon All Saints Church, the final resting place
of a number of Wing worthies, including the Dormer
family whose lavish endowments adorn the church.
Richard Bysouth

Founder’s Prize 2016
The Founder’s Prize is awarded in memory of General Money, one of the Local History Group’s Founding
Members. At the 2016 AGM, Members endorsed the Committee’s recommendation to award this year’s Founder's
Prize to Wendy Austin in recognition of her generous support of the Local History Group over many years.
Wendy has frequently given talks to the Group and has donated copies of her books to the Library. We look
forward to presenting Wendy with her choice of book at the start of the new season.

Dramatic Connections
In previous Newsletters there have been articles and
references to the Bloomsbury Group and artists such
as Mark Gertler and their connections with
Cholesbury. The finding of part of a wooden frame at
the back of a barn with the inscription ‘Doris Keane
in Romance by Edward Sheldon’ prompted a look in
the archives to explore local connections with the stage.
In her Memories of Hawridge and Cholesbury
Commons Molly Mountain recounts that Milton
Rosmer, dubbed “the original Chu Chin Chow” and
his wife, Irene Rooke, lived for many years at Wayside
in Hawridge. She continues that in earlier years Doris
Keane lived at the windmill, and Margaretta Scott
(with her husband John Wooldridge) lived at Benton
Potts from the 1950s with their children Susan and
Hugh. Molly also makes reference to Bernard Miles.
The 1967 pamphlet produced by The Cholesburycum-St Leonards Villagers Association has an article
on Hawridge and Cholesbury Commons, written by
F.J.H.E. (who was this?). They write “At the N.W.
end of the village, the Full Moon is situated opposite
the old boundary stone between Hawridge and
Cholesbury. This is a 17th century house, and has an
active Bowls Club. Nearby is the windmill, dated
1863. It has been idle since before the First World
War, and was sadly in decay, but it is now a private
dwelling. The villagers are delighted to notice that the
present owner is restoring its former glory with fantail
and sweeps, and its windows are cheerfully lit from
top to bottom at night. Doris Keane, the actress famed
in Romance, and James Barrie the author of Peter Pan,
have lived there.” (Ed. It was actually Mary Cannan,
the ex-wife of JM Barrie, who lived at the Mill.)
Doris Keane was an
American actress who took
over the tenancy of the mill
shortly after the novelist
Gilbert Cannan left in 1916 and
she used it as her country
retreat. She played the part of
Cavallini in Romance for
nearly three years at the Duke
of York’s and the Lyric in
London (1915-18). An article
about her in The New York
Times of 1919 says that by
August 1918 some 1300 consecutive performances
had been given - ‘a world’s record for a serious play,
and not far away from the figure now being set in
London by Chu Chin Chow’. The article continues
that when Romance was finally withdrawn Londoners
were still flocking to it and the run lasted through the
days of the Zeppelin air raids. “Time and again the
performance was halted in the middle when the

warning of approaching craft was given, to be resumed
later after the machines had gone on and the audience
had come out of the cellars.” Twice bombs fell through
the roof of the theatre,
“as luck had it, when
the theatre was empty”.
How interesting
that Molly Mountain’s
recollections includes a
reference to Chu Chin
Chow with Milton
Rosmer living at
Hawridge.
Milton
Rosmer (1881 - 1971)
was a British actor, film
director
and
screenwriter and the
Doris Keane outside the windmill stage musical Chu Chin
taken in 1919. Image courtesy of Chow ran in London
the National Portrait Gallery
from 1916 - 21. Did he
know Doris Keane? His
wife, Irene Rooke (1878 - 1958), was also well known
as a stage and screen actress, performing in many
productions until her retirement from acting in the
1930s.
Margaretta Scott (Mrs John Wooldridge) is also
mentioned in the recollections. She is best known as
Mrs Pumphrey in All Creatures Great and Small, but
appeared in many TV dramas, including The Saint,
Upstairs Downstairs, Bergerac and Elizabeth R. Born
in London in 1912 her first stage appearance was at a
very young age in 1929 . She appeared in British films
from the 1930s to 1970s, with a first television
appearance in 1937. She was also a founding member
of the Actors’ Union Equity. In one of our recent
acquisitions, a Hawridge and Cholesbury Commons
Preservation Society Newsletter from October 1979,
there is a report that the society had been very
successful in increasing membership to 110 and takes
the opportunity to welcome nineteen new members to
the society, one of whom was Mrs M Wooldridge of
Hawridge.
The Wooldridges had two children, Hugh and
Susan, who was an actress remembered for her 1984
role as Daphne Manners in the ITV series The Jewel
in the Crown. A former local resident recounts “a time
when Kenneth More, her godfather, arrived at Benton
Potts in a very superior Rolls Royce only to find that
Dirk Bogarde also arrived in an identical one. Both
were somewhat put out!”. (Grateful thanks to Lindsay
Griffin for access to Supplementary Notes to the Local
Heritage Study produced by the Hawridge and
Cholesbury Commons Preservation Society in 2003.)
Continued on next page

Dramatic Connections ...... continued
Wing Commander John De Lacy Wooldridge,
DSO, DFC and Bar, DFM, served with Bomber
Command during World War II. After the war he put
his wartime experience to good use, becoming a writer
of war film screenplays and a renowned composer of
film scores. Sadly in 1958, at the age of 39, he was
killed in a car accident and was buried in St
Lawrence’s Cholesbury, where Margaretta’s ashes
were scattered in 2005.
Molly Mountain mentions Bernard Miles visiting
The Full Moon to gather inspiration for his

characterisations. So far we have no further
information to verify this memory, other than that
Bernard was born in Uxbridge, not too far away, and
his father was a farm labourer. As an actor he used a
strong country accent, recognised as typical of
Hertfordshire and Buckinghamshire (and Hawridge is
very close to the boundary between these two
counties). Does anyone else have any recollections of
this well-known actor, writer and director? Or of
Angela and Hermione Baddeley, who lived firstly in
Hawridge and then moved to Buckland Common?
Shirley Blomfield

John Haden Badley – Education Pioneer and local worthy
If you read about the history of the WI in last year’s
Newsletter, you may have spotted that in 1943 a
‘Cholesbury resident Mr Badley, founder of Bedales
School’ gave the WI a talk on ‘his pre-war travels in
Greece, passing among his audience his own
watercolour sketches of the places he described’. Did
you wonder who this man was and where he lived?
His name was John Haden Badley and he lived at the
Old Vicarage in Cholesbury from 1937 to 1957.
John Badley was born in Dudley in the West
Midlands in 1865. His father, James Payton Badley
and his grandfather, John, were distinguished surgeons
but John Haden did not follow family tradition. From
Rugby School he went on to Cambridge to study
Classics at Trinity College. He became a lifelong
socialist and developed an interest in ‘progressive’
education and the radical ideas of Cecil Reddie, who
founded Abbotsholme School. At the age of 24, Haden
Badley was one of the first masters appointed by
Reddie.
While he was at Cambridge John Haden Badley
met Edmund Garrett who influenced him to support
the movement for equality for women. In 1882 he
married Edmund’s sister, Amy. She was a cousin of
Elizabeth Garrett Anderson and Millicent Fawcett and
a strong supporter of women’s suffrage.
After two and a half years with Reddie, Haden
Badley had decided to found his own school. It was
to be based very much on Reddie’s ideas of scrapping
the conventional public school curriculum,
encouraging the study of music, science and the arts,
as well as practical subjects including work in the
gardens and fields. It was to be a school which would
be “for the hands and the heart, as well as for the
head”. In 1883 Bedales School opened in an old
Elizabethan Manor at Haywards Heath, Sussex.
By 1898, with encouragement from Amy, it was
decided to embark on the pioneering experiment of
making Bedales a co-educational boarding school. It
claims to be the first such school in the country. They

moved to a new building in Steep, near Petersfield in
Hampshire. John Haden Badley was headmaster there
for the next forty-two years. At the age of seventy he
retired and the Badleys moved to Cholesbury, a mile
or two away from where their son, Jock (John)
Edmund Badley, and his wife lived at Spencers Green.
After Amy Badley died in 1956, John Badley moved
back to Bedales where he died in 1967 aged 102.
Mr Badley can be
found in the Local
History
Group
archives. As well as
three photographs,
there is a paragraph
in Edward and Gerda
Newmark’s memoir
written in 2002. They
had just built the
New
House
in
Parrotts Lane and
Edward writes: "In
1952 our neighbours
in The Old Vicarage
were Mr and Mrs
Badley, a name
famous
in
the
educational world as
the founders of the
very
first
coeducational boarding school in the country, Bedales.
They were already in their 80s. In 1957 after his wife
had died, Mr Badley sold The Old Vicarage to General
Money and moved to a flat built for him at Bedales
where he lived till he was 100". You can see from his
portrait above, painted whilst on a walking holiday in
the Lake District, that John Badley was tall, handsome
and imposing. He must have been an inspirational
headmaster. Bedales School is still at Steep and
remains a well known public school continuing to
follow many of the early traditions.
Paddy Thomas

The Story of Victoria Wood
The Ordnance Survey shows Champneys with a wood
in the shape of a Victoria Cross close to the mansion.
Looking at the site this summer it must be about two
hundred yards along each side. The horse chestnut
trees do give an idea of the splendour intended but
many of the trees are missing apparently due to disease
in recent years. There is no public right of way to the
site, however I did ask Champneys reception and was
given a pleasant smile and a wave.
The wood was planted to commemorate the
awarding of a VC to Private James (Jacko) Osborne
of the 2nd Battalion of the Northamptonshire
Regiment. In 1881 James rode his horse into the heavy
fire of forty-two Boer soldiers to rescue his wounded
comrade Private Mayes.
This act of outstanding
bravery took place at
Wesselstrom,
(later
known as Wakkerstroom)
which was close to the
border between Natal and
Kwazulu. This was just
ahead of the decisive
battle of the First Boer
War at Majuba Hill, when
the British were finally
defeated by the newly
declared Boer Republic.
It is unclear who
organised the planting of the wood but the following
at least clarifies the owners of Champneys before and
after the likely period of the planting. Preceding the
time of the First Boer War Champneys was owned by
Richard Valpy, head of the Statistical Department at
The Board of Trade, and his wife Emily Sutton. The
Champneys estate was inherited by their son, Arthur
Sutton Valpy and the mansion was rebuilt in 1874.
Arthur had taken Holy Orders in 1875 and several
appointments later in 1895 he became the Reverend
Canon of Winchester Cathedral. Arthur also exhibited
a refined artistic flair and was recognised as a
renowned interior decorator in the English Style.
The 2nd edition of the OS map published in 1898
(on the right) shows the cruciform wood for the first
time. This coincides with Arthur Valpy’s ownership
and precedes the sale of the Champneys estate in 1902
to Lady Emma Louise Rothschild, wife of Baron
Nathan Meyer Rothschild of Tring. No documentary
evidence has been found to attribute the planting to a
direct instruction from Arthur.
James Osborne was born in 1857 in Wigginton.
The family home was a primitive cottage at Clayhill
on Wigginton Bottom, close by the Champneys estate.

James was an 18 year-old unemployed labourer when
he enlisted as a volunteer at Wigginton. He was
illiterate, but by the time he returned from South
Africa he could write his name. He brought home with
him a lively pet monkey named Jacko. Not welcomed
by James’ mother, Jacko was moved on!
James married Rhoda Collier in 1884 and they had
three children May, John and Edith. He subsequently
worked as a labourer on the Tring Park estate for the
Rothschilds and in 1911 he moved into a Rothschild’s
Cottage which was named Majuba Hill, newly built
on the site of his parents’ cottage. He worked for the
Rothschilds for twenty-six years, suffering a minor
stroke in 1913, which left him partially paralysed.
James died in 1926 and is buried in St
Bartholomew’s, Wigginton, with his wife Rhoda. He
is one of five VCs buried in Hertfordshire. Relatives
of Private Mayes attended his funeral, and he was
given full military honours. As the headstone became
severely weathered over time, a new one was locally
funded and dedicated in 2008. The Victoria Cross
itself was lost in bomb damage during the Second
World War whilst in a Belfast bank vault for safe
keeping!
I am hoping that further enquiries with local
people will reveal more of this story and the origin of
Victoria Wood.

Richard Bysouth
(Ed.- The LHG is very grateful to Kate Harwood, a gardens
historian, who drew attention to Victoria Wood. Kate is
speaking to us on ‘Garden Cities and Other Utopias’ in
February 2017.)

Summer Outing to Waddesdon Archive 5th July
The Waddesdon Manor Archive Buildings are
situated on a hill within the Waddesdon Estate and
offer picturesque views of the surrounding
countryside.
In 2005, Lord Rothschild decided to build a
purpose built home for the huge amount of
documents the Estate had accumulated. Windmill
Hill Farm site was chosen for this and all the
buildings are on the footprint
of the original farm barns.
Kathryn and I arrived on
a windy but dry day in July
for the Society’s annual trip.
We had enough time to walk
around and admire the
modern archive complex.
We then entered a courtyard
which had two life-sized
metal gorilla statues; one
was looking at his reflection
in a mirror, while sitting in a
rectangular pool of water,
whilst the other was standing upright outside the
water with a massive fish under his arm.
Another striking work of art was of blue and
yellow metal umbrellas, these were one dimensional,
but from the far end of the courtyard they appeared to
be three-dimensional – clever. Our guide, Catherine
Taylor, came out into the courtyard and invited our
group into the reading room where there were two
large tables covered with items she had selected from
the Waddesdon Manor collection.
Catherine then went on to talk about each batch of
items. Each was a mix of documents with a map,
letters, journals, photograph albums, accounts books,
war damage claims, and sketch books. After the talk
and questions we were allowed to look at the items.
There was a lot of interest in a very large map
which showed the parcels of land sold by the Duke of
Marlborough to Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild in the
1870s. This was the land that would become
Waddesdon Manor. I was particularly interested in
the 100 letters found recently by an electrician
working in the attic of the Five Arrows Hotel in
Waddesdon Village. Catherine had explained that
after some detective work she had discovered that
these were from Jack Cox (aged 17). Jack was the son
of James Cox the chauffeur to Alice de Rothschild,
who was serving on the Western Front in WWI, to
Elsie Turnham (30) who was the eldest child of Henry
Turnham landlord of the Five Arrows. They mostly
contained news of the weather and parcels he had
received. A personal touch was added when he

reported that he’d had a bath, this must have been a
treat from his description of the experience. There
was no mention of any of the horrors Jack must have
seen on a daily basis. The letters were like a younger
brother writing to an older sister, but all the letters I
saw ended with the words “All my fond love and
kisses”. Jack returned from the war and worked at the
Manor until the mid-1950s. He married a Luton girl
in 1923 but Elsie never married and died in the 1960s.
It’s still a bit of a mystery why he signed off the
letters in that way.
Another batch of items that I looked at in detail
was the travel logs of James de Rothschild,
Ferdinand’s great nephew. In 1903 he and his
University friend went on an ‘Around the World’ trip.
They started in Quebec on the east coast of Canada
then took trains and horses all the way over to the
west coast. At each stop they took photographs and
met with the locals, very much like a trip we might
take today ourselves. James thought it very funny that
he went to the trouble to learn Indian, only to find out
that at the next stop the
local Indian’s were
unable to understand
him, so he had to use
English instead. They
continued
westerly
taking in Japan and Java
along the way. The
photos and journal of
Japan
were
very
interesting as Japan
appeared to have had
great changes since
1903. They ended their
travels in India, with lots of photos of ceremonies
featuring elephants marching past with all the lords
and ladies in their fine clothes. The hats were all very
Edwardian, but how the ladies managed not to faint
in that climate with those outfits is beyond me. The
photos were of a very high standard and Windsor
Thomas noticed that they’d used the local chemist to
have them developed as some of the photographs had
the company name on them. James returned to
England to work in the Rothschild’s bank and later
inherited Waddesdon Manor.
I also enjoyed two black and white photo albums,
which showed that evacuee children lived at
Waddesdon during WWII. Each photo had a note
accompanying it and most were of children playing
happily, although some were obviously homesick.
This was a very interesting and unusual
destination for our summer outing.
Ellen Griffin and Kathryn Gates

From Grim’s Ditch to Mount
As a result of the 2015 planning application on the old
coach park site in Taylors Lane, St Leonards,
following archaeological investigations some
interesting facts (and some conjecture) about the
history of this location have been made available . The
developers Laxtons kindly provided copies of
archaeological reports on the site, and the History
Group is also grateful for their permission to
reproduce maps and photographs in this article.

History Group members also attended an
interesting open day last year at which Jill Eyers, one
of the archaeologists, pointed out many of the
important findings her investigation had revealed.
The site where three detached houses are being
built also contains the remains of a stretch of Grim’s
Ditch, a prehistoric earthwork which today defines
most of the northern boundary of Cholesbury-cum-St
Leonards civil parish. Determining the construction
period of Grim’s Ditch has remained speculative and
challenging for the archaeologists. Most probably Iron
Age (800 - 1BC) or possibly Romano-British (1 400AD). The problem has been that little
archaeological material has been recovered from
various sites along Grim’s Ditch to date it accurately.
The Anglo-Saxons commonly named features of
unexplained or mysterious origin, 'Grim'. The word
derives from the Norse word grimr meaning devil and
a nickname for Odin or Wodin the God of War and
Magic. The ditch in the Chilterns runs for some 17
miles from Walters Ash in the south to Ivinghoe in the
north, but what is it and what was it for?

The modern day topography of Grim’s Ditch
occasionally presents as a shallow linear depression
and a minor adjacent mound, though more often it has
been completely obliterated by centuries of land
management, which belies the original construction.
The excavation work on the Taylors Lane site has
shown the depth of the ditch to be between 6 to 8 feet
deep and 13 to 15 feet wide. Over time the ditch had
partially collapsed (due to weather). Subsequently the
ditch was re-cut and more recently was filled-in, then
ploughed out or built on. Interestingly though, the line
of the ditch can be seen, particularly from the air, due
to a variation in crop marks, with the ditch remaining
below the surface and retaining water preferentially.
It can also be traced as a continuation of paths, roads
and field boundaries.
It has been confirmed that the original
construction, where the spoil from the ditch (always
upslope of the ditch) was heaped up into a gentle
mound, was not for defensive purposes which would
have required steeper ramparts. A characteristic it
shares with Cholesbury Hillfort, though not
necessarily of a similar age. It could however define
the boundary between the territories of neighbouring
tribal communities. It is also suggested that it was an
agricultural boundary, denoting grazing areas and
impeding the movement (or theft) of stock.
There remains a centuries-long gap in our
knowledge as to the use of the land that is now the
residential development. Eighteenth century maps
show it as an area of woodland. Around the middle of
the 19th century, two cottages were built, coinciding
with an intensification of agricultural activity that
followed the enclosure of the previously extensive
area covered by St Leonards Common. Certainly, if
not already removed, the earthwork was levelled for
the building of the cottages, as they were in part
constructed on the line of the ditch.

The cottages are demarcated on an 1878 map with
a small attached building, probably a third cottage, to
one end and an outhouse or shed at the other end. (See
arrow). Supporting this, the 1871 census return
provides the earliest record of three families, the
Brackleys (incl. 10 children!), the Gutteridges and the
Smiths, residing in three cottages called Mount Place.
Continued on next page

From Grim’s Ditch to Mount Pleasant ...... continued
The two successive censuses record three new
families. An 1899 map shows alterations to the
buildings, producing a new terrace of cottages with
two outhouses. By 1901 the families recorded
dwelling at 1, 2 and 3 Mount Pleasant Cottages; were
the Duntons, the Terrys and the Henleys.
Until at least 1910 these cottages were part of the
Rothschild estate and were let to George Brown, who
occupied the nearby Milesfield Farm, also part of the
estate. Brown presumably sublet the cottages, as in
the 1911 census we find one vacant cottage and the
other two occupied by the Nashs and the Witneys.
Interestingly, for the first time we find a cottage not
occupied by families of agricultural workers. Charlie
Witney’s occupation is recorded as ‘G.P.O Wireman’,
a job still going strong today with his successors BT
Openreach engineers stringing copper or broadband
fibre between the poles throughout the villages! The
cottages were sold around 1924 to the Saunders family
who ran a small-scale haulage business there until the
1990s. Additional large workshop buildings were
added to the site during the 1940s and ‘50s. The
Victorian cottages had a demolition order approved in
the 1950s, although they were not actually demolished
until the 1980s.

During the site investigation works in 2015, a
Second World War air-raid shelter was uncovered.
The shelter was some 12 feet by 6 feet with brick walls
and a concrete roof with the internal arrangement
separated by a double thick blast wall. Three-quarters

of the shelter was below ground, the upper part
covered with a earthen mound. There were two
entrances but no sign of entrance steps, which suggests
possibly wooden (maybe not the best material for a
bomb shelter) or steel steps.
A fascinating find in the shelter were fragments of
newspaper, which formed part of the shuttering for
the concrete. Remarkably the paper fragments and ink
had become incorporated into the concrete and
preserved to the extent that it was possible to take
photos, reverse and enhance the images so as to
identify which newspaper, and date the edition from
the still readable articles.

This discovery provides the earliest date of
construction as 21st of June 1940. The extract in the
above image is from the Bucks Herald, and cites Cyril
and Cecil Reading of Aylesbury among the ‘missing’
of the Bucks Light Infantry in the retreat from Dunkirk.
The coach storage and workshop business used
the 1940s workshops and also added additional sheds
over and close to the site of the cottages. During the
1970s the whole site was levelled, with a significant
depth of soil removed to make a security bund around
the site. A large part of the site was covered with
concrete, tarmac and other hard standing for parking,
ancillary buildings and offices.
The generally accepted local opinion of the coach
parking and workshop business was that it was not in
keeping with the agricultural and residential uses
nearby. Thus the eventual granting of planning
permission for three detached houses is welcomed as
a more appropriate use. When the new occupants of
Rowan House, The Coach House and Mount Pleasant
are lying comfortably on their garden sun-loungers,
will they be dreaming about the ghosts of the past and
remembering Grim’s Ditch under their lawns?
Richard Leat

How about helping out at Meetings?
The volunteers who help set up the Halls and put away the chairs at the end and those who serve out the teas
and wash up are a vital part of our monthly meetings. A big thank you to everyone who helped out last
season. Of course volunteers will be needed just as much this season. So it would be great to see new faces:
* If you would like to join the team serving the teas from time to time please contact Paddy Thomas.
* If you can help occasionally setting out and tidying away chairs and tables please contact Chris Brown.

PROGRAMME of TALKS for 2016 – 17
FRIDAY 7th OCTOBER
8.00pm for 8.15pm
St Leonards Parish Hall

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE BREWERIES
Julian Hunt established the Centre for Bucks Studies and was in charge of
the County Museum. An author and expert on all things historic in Bucks.

FRIDAY 4th NOVEMBER THE OXON & BUCKS LIGHT INFANTRY ON THE SOMME 1916
8.00pm for 8.15pm
Stephen Barker is a Heritage Advisor currently working for Oxfordshire
St Leonards Parish Hall
Museum designing exhibitions including several on the First World War.
FRIDAY 2nd DECEMBER BUCKINGHAMSHIRE ASTRONOMERS
8.00pm for 8.15pm
Dr Mike Leggett is a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society and his
St Leonards Parish Hall
lectures range from astronomical history to the future of space exploration.
FRIDAY 6th JANUARY
8.00pm for 8.15pm
St Leonards Parish Hall

THE IMPACT OF THE GRAND JUNCTION CANAL IN WEST HERTS
Damian Hiscock has been boating on canals since the 1980s, developing an
interest in their history leading to the research he will present in his talk.

FRIDAY 3rd FEBRUARY
8.00pm for 8.15pm
St Leonards Parish Hall

GARDEN CITIES AND OTHER UTOPIAS
Kate Harwood taught garden history at London and Cambridge University
and is research co-ordinator of the Capability Brown Tercentenary Festival.

FRIDAY 3rd MARCH
8.00pm for 8.15pm
St Leonards Parish Hall

STANLEY SPENCER AND COOKHAM
Ann Danks archivist of the Stanley Spencer Gallery and an authority on the
life and works of one of the 20th century’s most important British painters.

FRIDAY 7th APRIL
8.00pm for 8.15pm
St Leonards Parish Hall

WEATHER LORE - FACT OR FICTION
Ian Currie is a Fellow of the Royal Meteorological Society who lectures
and writes books about the weather, and regularly appears on television.

FRIDAY 12th MAY
7.30pm sharp
Cholesbury Village Hall

AGM followed by THE STORY OF ASHRIDGE HOUSE
Wendy Austin, LHG member, and local historian has published
extensively on the history of Tring and its surrounding area.
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